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Cognitive Behavioral Therapist, Master Herbalist,

 Women's Empowerment Counselor, Licensed Esthetician

MO MOSHATY

11 YEARS OF COUNSELING EXPERIENCE
Mo has worked with several women's support groups across Western & Central NY as
well as Eastern New Jersey. Her Therapy concentration is Trauma and Narcisstic
Recovery, Mother Wound and Personal Empowerment. 

CREATOR AND FACILITATOR OF WOMEN&, OWNER OF
MINDBODYMETA
"It's very difficult for women to find a space to vent and to work through certain
issues. You would think they'd be everywhere. We vent to our family and friends but
where do we go when those close to us stop being objective and become interjective?
We lose balance and it shifts to victim blaming. We then, seek solace and stop
working through it. I've created an educational and safe space to understand the whys
of our behaviors, to better understand ourselves and what will work for us, not
through someone's advice of what they think we should do. Personalization in
recovery is so important. " - Mo Moshaty



WOMEN & AND SAFE SPACE CNY

WOMEN&STRESS

Walk to through what
compounds it, your reactivity to
it, vocalizing your stress, and
how you can achieve better
coping techniques. 

WOMEN&TRAUMA

No one can tell you that you perceive as
trauma isn't traumatic. Others force their
idea of what trauma is onto others to
discredit, disengage and control. In this
empowerment event we encourage you
understand the mental, physical and
emotional implications of trauma, get
better at spotting red flags and to work up
to vocalizing your trauma, which is in most
cases, the first step in healing. We'll talk
through giving it a name, acknowledging
its aftermath "growth style" and working
towards personal healing techniques.

WOMEN&SEXUALITY

Crushing Patriarchal myths and
standards women's sexuality are a
victim of, identify where the shame
or embarrassment takes you and
affects your personal mindset,
learning how to see yourself as a
sexual being, and how you can be
more sexually satisfied wither
partnered or alone.

Educational Classes Provided by MindBodyMeta @ Safe Space CNY



IT'S ALL IN THE WORK

Week 1
DISSECTING TRIGGERS

In the first week, we'll be
dissecting what triggers are,

where they've stemmed for us,
how they manifest in our mind,
body and behavior. Learn how
they manifest for you and work

towards quelling them. 

VOCALIZING ISSUES

Next, we learn to SLOWLY
begin to vocalize our issues. This
can be hard for some and though

vocalizing is the first step to
healing hidden and triggering
issues, we gently take you into

"naming exercises" which softens
the blow of divulging
uncomfortable topics.

CREATING YOUR OWN
PATH TO RECOVERY

Lastly, we work through the three
"WHYS" of recovery. Discovering why you
want to move forward, why your won't go

back and why you need to establish a
system of better self care can be ugly but
I'm here to support you in every facet of
that and working towards what's best for

YOUR movement forward. 

Women& is not your typical one and done meeting, nor is it a weekly venting session. Its learning how to successfully work
THROUGH your issues. The work is pertinent. If you are in a place where enough is enough and you've had it with you

own flip-flopping and you need that push to move forward to a more well-balanced life, than Women& is for you. 
Women& will meet three weeks in a row on each topic.

Week 2 Week 3



EXPECTATIONS

You have
ruminating
thoughts but know
you need to find a
way out of the
cycle. 

You've been making
a list of changes
that need to be
made but are
having a hard time
executing.

You have a hard
time vocalizing
exactly what you
need to be happier.

You give great
advice but you,
yourself, cannot
follow it or feel you
are not strong
enough to follow it. 

You've had enough
of your own
bullshit. :)

It's important to explore if Women& is right for you. If you have any of these characteriatics, Women& may help.

You're looking to
find better ways to
stick to self care
and recovery



Getting ourselves out of the cycle of
emotional hurt, trauma, generational
cycles, stress and sexual dysfunction
can be horrific on our psyche,
especially for women, who have the
societal expectation to bottle it up
and move on with a stiff upper lip. 
Being the "strong" woman never
saved anyone any pain. But the
willingness to see ourselves as worth a
mind and life less troubled may be
small but a courageous first step. 
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CONTACT

Mo Moshaty can be reached at:
MindBodyMeta
100 Genesee Street Suite 11
Auburn, NY 13021
315-231-5065 or www.mindbodymeta.com

Tracy Mergler can be reached at: 
Safe Space CNY 
www.safespacecny.com

US


